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Abstract� We de�ne families of posets� ordered by pre�xes� as the coun�
terpart of the usual families of con�gurations ordered by subsets� On these
objects we de�ne two types of morphism	 event and order morphisms� re�
sulting in categories FPos and FPos

v� We then show the following	
� Families of posets� in contrast to families of con�gurations� are always

prime algebraic in fact the category FPosv is equivalent to the category
of prime algebraic domains

� On the level of events� FPos is equivalent to the category of prime alge�
braic domains with an additional relation encoding event identity�

� The �abstract� event identity relation can be used to characterize con�
crete relations between events such as binary con�ict and causal �ow

� One can characterize a wide range of event�based models existing in
the literature as families of posets satisfying certain speci�c structural
conditions formulated in terms of event identity�

In� CONCUR ���� W�R� Cleaveland �Ed�	� Lecture Notes in Computer
Science 
��� SpringerVerlag ����� pp� �
�����

� Introduction

This paper focusses on partial order� in contrast to interleaving� models of behaviour�
The basic building blocks of behaviour are actions as usual� in the partial order
approach however it has been found convenient to introduce the notion of events
to distinguish the di�erent occurrences of actions� The information that is added
to the models by the introduction of this new notion is abstracted away again by
taking isomorphic variants in which only the structure of the state space is preserved�
containing only aspects of the behaviour that are independent of the event identities�
With the introduction of events� there are �at least� two levels on which we can

be interested in behaviour models� the more abstract order level� in which only the
order structure of the state space is considered relevant� or the more concrete event
level� on which the identities of events are also taken into account� On the order
level� the question what events are is a non	issue� and it is therefore all right to
take a very rigid attitude towards them� One often used assumption is that events
are di�erent if they have di�erent histories �with respect to the relevant partial
ordering�� The resulting models� called prime event structures� are in a sense the
simplest event	based models around� and on the order level they are quite su
cient�
Having introduced the level of events however� it turns out that there is something

to be gained from studying such models on this level� that is before abstracting away
from event identities� There are operations� notably that of product �corresponding to



synchronization in process algebraic terms� which are awkward to de�ne over prime
event structures �a claim to the contrary by Vaandrager ��� notwithstanding� Some
other treatments of this problem can be found in e�g� �� ���� It is mainly this problem
which has inspired a host of other event	based models in which such constructions
as product are simpler� Notable examples are stable event structures ��� ���� �ow
event structures �� �� ��� and bundle event structures ���� Most of these models
have in common that on the order level they have precisely the expressive power of
prime event structures �more precisely� they are categorically equivalent��X wherease
on the event level they are more expressive� Unlike prime event structures however
these other models generally lack a precise� intuitive notion of what events are� and
consequently they do not have characterizations on the level of events��

All the event	based models mentioned above have in common that they are compared
by regarding the families of con�gurations that they yield� A con�guration� here� is a
set of events that have occurred during a �partial� execution according to the model�
In this paper we generalize the notion of con�guration� we will use not sets but
posets of events� in which the partial ordering relation over the events is explicitly
represented� There is a well	known notion of poset pre�x which is a partial ordering
over posets� our models will be certain sets of posets ordered by the pre�x relation�
We call our models families of posets to express the obvious connection to families of
con�gurations� They are on the order level still equivalent to prime event structures�
However� we can characterize them on the event level by another structural relation
besides the pre�x ordering� called top equivalence� such that on this level families
of posets have a richer�X yet well	de�ned structure� Better yet� it turns out that
we can also show precisely under which additional conditions �phrased in terms of
pre�x and top equivalence� the families of posets are constrained to be in one	to	one
correspondence to families of con�gurations of� say� stable event structures� We give
such characterizations for a range of event	based models from the literature�

The main thesis of this paper is that expressed in the form of a slogan by the title�
We think that using posets instead of sets of events as con�gurations �i�e� using
families of posets rather than families of con�gurations� has several theoretical and
practical advantages� On the theoretical side� the order structure is better behaved�
and we have an abstract notion of event which we can play around with to charac	
terize existing models� On the practical side� the model is more expressive so that
constructions which are awkward in families of con�gurations� such as sequential
composition� are easy to de�ne�� Of course� there are cases in which families of con	
�gurations su
ce and are perhaps conceptually easier than families of posets� On
the whole however� we �nd that there isX much to be gained and little to be lost by
using posets for con�gurations�

� Preliminaries

Partially ordered sets play a central role in this paper� In order to deal conveniently
with them we introduce some notation and conventions� We assume a universe of
� An exception is a characterization through so�called prime intervals ��� ��� ����
� Unfortunately� limits on the available space prevent us from discussing model construc�
tions in this paper cf� ����� For the same reason all proofs have had to go cf� �����



events Evt and we consider the �nite posets over Evt� i�e�� those structures p �
hEp��pi such that Ep ��n Evt is a �nite set of events and �p � Ep�Ep is a partial
ordering relation� We use Pos to denote the universe of �nite posets� P�Q to denote
sets of posets� p� q to denote single posets and a� � � � � e to denote events� An event e
will sometimes also be used to stand for the poset hfeg��i�

A poset is called triangular if it has a greatest element� If P is a set of posets� then
PM denotes the triangular posets in P � If p is a triangular poset then the the greatest
element of p is denoted pM �hence �e � Ep� e �p pM�� it is called the top event of
p� The context of pM in p� denoted Cp� is de�ned as p without its top event� Two
posets p and q are called top equivalent � denoted p � q� if they are triangular with
the same top event� i�e� pM � qM� Note that � is an partial equivalence relation over
Pos� that is� an equivalence relation over a �proper� subset of Pos� viz� PosM�

p j q �� �Ep � Eq� � ��p � �q� ���

p � q �� �Ep � Eq� � ��p � �q 	 �Eq � Ep�� � ���

If p j q then p is augmented by q or q is an augment of p� if p � q then p is
a pre�x or initial segment of q� The condition on �p and �q can be interpreted
as follows� if a� b � Eq are such that a �q b� then b � Ep implies a � Ep and
a �p b� A set P � Pos is said to be pre�x closed if it is left	closed w�r�t� �� hence
�p � Pos� q � P� p � q �
 p � P � fP denotes the in�mum w�r�t� � of a set P of
posets and gP the supremum� if they exist�

p a q �� �p 	 �Ep �Eq� � �q 	 �Eq �Ep� � ���

If p a q we say that p and q are called compatible� A set of posets P is pairwise
compatible� denoted P a� if p a q for all pairs p� q � P � Comparing this property
to the pre�x relation� we see that p a q implies that the intersection of p and q is
a pre�x of both� and also p � q �
 �p a q� � �Ep � Eq�� Compatibility is a
prerequisite for some of the poset operations de�ned below�

p � E �� hEp 	E��p 	 �E �E�i ���

p� q �� hEp �Eq��p � �Ep � Eq� ��qi ���

p � q �� hEp �Eq��p ��qi ���

p 	 q �� hEp 	Eq��p 	�qi � ���

p � E denotes the restriction of p to the event set E� it is well enough known� p� q
denotes the sequential composition of p and q� it is de�ned only if Ep and Eq are
disjoint� We sometimes use expressions of the form p� e� where e is interpreted as a
poset� This yields a triangular poset� see above� The union p � q� also used in the
form

S
P � is a useful construction only if it is a poset such that �p � P� p �

S
P �

in other words� if
S
P is an upper bound for P w�r�t� pre�x ordering� Similarly for

the intersection p 	 q or
T
P � As an example� consider p� � ab � p� � ac and

p� � bc � then p� a p� and p��p� �
b

�
ac

which is an upper bound for p� and p��

but for instance p� �a p�� and consequently p� � p� �
a
�
bc

is not an upper bound
for p� or p��



Lemma�� If P is a set of posets� then the following three statements are equivalent�

�� P has an upper bound�
	� Pa�

�
S
P � gP �

Moreover� if P is nonempty then any of these statements implies
T
P � fP �

Hereafter we will use the notation g and f for the poset operations � and 	�

� Families of Posets

This section introduces and motivates the class of models central to this paper�
families of posets� As the name suggest �certainly in combination with the title of
this paper� there is a strong relation with families of con�gurations� the traditional
semantic models for event structures�

De�nition�� A family of posets is a nonempty pre�x closed set of posets� The class
of families of posets is denoted FPos� and ranged over by P� Q�

A �nite subset P ��n P is called consistent in P� denoted P �P � if P a and gP � P�
An arbitrary subset Q � P is called �nitely consistent in P� or simply consistent� if
P �P for all �nite subsets P ��n Q� In addition we introduce p �P q as shorthand
notation for the binary case� and we usually drop the index P when the family
of posets is clear from the context� Consistency implies compatibility but not vice
versa� as the following example shows�

Example �� Let P be a family of posets containing p� � ab � p� � cb and
p� � ac � Clearly p� �a p�� this implies p� �� p�� hence p� and p� are inconsistent�

On the other hand let q �
b

�
ac

� then p� a p� and p� g p� � q� Now if q �� P then

p� �� p�� and in executing p� a system makes an irrevocable choice� rejecting p�� If
however q � P then there is no real choice involved in doing p�� the system may still
proceed to q�

There are two viewpoints from which families of posets may be motivated� posets as
executions or posets as states� Representing system executions is an obvious applica	
tion of posets� Examples of this principle are pomset traces ���� pomset transitions
��� and also Mazurkiewicz traces ���� Note however that in the cited papers the
partial orders are applied on the level of actions� events are either not present or
abstracted away from by isomorphism� From this viewpoint� a family of posets P
contains all the �partial� executions of a given system� If p � q for two posets
p� q � P� this means that the system may execute q by �rst doing p and then what
remains of q�

Example 	� If p � ab and q �
b

�
ac

then a system may proceed from p to q by

executing c� Note however that c does not depend on all events in p� but just on a�

The dual viewpoint� posets as states� resembles the traditional interpretation of
con�gurations as states� The posets� resp� the con�gurations represent the previous



behaviour� i�e� the work that went into arriving at a state� The question then is how
much to record of the previous behaviour� Families of con�gurations and families of
posets give di�erent answers� using posets one may record more about the previous
behaviour than using con�gurations �besides the event identities� the dependencies
of events are also recorded� This implies that further behaviour may also depend
on this information� see Ex� � below� The pre�x relation becomes a state transition
relation� whereas consistency of a set of posets �states� implies that there is a next
state reachable from all of them� It is proved in Sect� � that as state spaces� families
of posets have a very clear algebraic structure�

Example 
� Consider a family of posets containing ab and
a
bc � When the system

described by this family is in the state a then there are two possible contexts in

which b may occur� viz� the empty poset and a � yielding respectively states
a
b from

which the system may execute c� and ab from which it may not�

We construct two categories with objects from FPos and di�erent morphisms as
arrows� First we de�ne some auxiliary terms�

De�nition�� If hDi�vii are partial orders for i � �� � with consistency predicates
�i� suprema ti and in�ma ui� then a function ��D�  D� is called

additive if �x� y � D�� x �� y �
 ���x� �� ��y�� � ���x t� y� � ��x� t� ��y��
stable if �x� y � D�� x �� y �
 ��x u� y� � ��x�u� ��y�
image closed if �x � D�� y � D�� x v� ��y� �
 �z � D�� �z v� y� � ���z� � x� �

The conditions of additivity and stability are inspired by ��� De�nition ������� Note
that additivity implies monotonicity� Image closedness ensures that every left	closed
part of D� is mapped onto a left	closed part of D��

De�nition�� Let P�Q be families of posets�

�� An order morphism from P to Q is a function g�P  Q which is additive� stable
and image closed with respect to pre�x�

�� An event morphism from P to Q is a partial function f �EP  EQ which is
injective on Ep for all p � P� such that f��p� � Q for all p � P �where f� is the
pointwise extension of f to posets��

Proposition�� Let FPosv �FPos� have families of posets as objects and order
morphisms �event morphisms� as arrows� let arrow composition be de�ned by func
tion composition� Then FPosv �FPos� is a category with the obvious choice of
identity arrows�

An order morphism g�P  Q models how P can simulate an initial part of the
behaviour of Q� Order isomorphism �also discussed in �� and as equivalence in ���
can be characterized in terms of the preservation of pre�x structure �the symbol ��
is used to denote structural isomorphism��

Proposition
� If P and Q are families of posets� then P and Q are order isomor
phic � i�e� isomorphic in FPosv� if and only if hP��i �� hQ��i�



Example �� Let P�Q be families of posets such that P has maximal elements
ac
b

and bc � and Q has maximal elements ad and
a
bc � Then P and Q are order

isomorphic� for instance the following mappings induce an order isomorhpism g�

a � b � b � a � ac � bc � bc � ad �

Event morphisms are inspired by the family of con�guration morphisms de�ned in
e�g� ��� ���� If f �P  Q is an event morphism then P can also simulate an initial
part of the behaviour described by Q� but such that di�erent events in a given
run of P correspond to di�erent events in Q and vice versa� P may be able to do
events that fall outside the scope of Q� since f is a partial function� This ensures
that products in FPos can be used to model partial synchronization� as in the
standard theory of categories of models for concurrency� cf� ���� Event isomorphism
�called isomorphism in ��� can also be characterized in terms of the preservation of
structure�

Theorem�� If P�Q are two families of posets� then P and Q are event isomorphic
�i�e� isomorphic in FPos� if and only if hP����i �� hQ����i�

To prove this� we establish a connection between order and event morphisms� stating
that an event morphism is essentially an order morphism that also preserves top
equivalence�

Theorem�� Let P and Q be families of posets�

�� If f �EP  EQ is an event morphism� then f� is an order morphism�
	� If g�P  Q is an order morhpism� then the following conditions are equivalent�

�a� There exists an event morphism f �EP  EQ such that f� � g�
�b� p � q �
 g�Cp� � g�p� � g�p� � g�q� for all p� q � PM�
If these conditions hold then the event morphism f is uniquely determined�

Example �� In Ex� � above the order morphism g does not preserve top equivalence�
for instance� ac � bc but g� ac � �� g�C ac � and g� ac � � bc ��
ad � g� bc �� The function f � f�a� b�� �b� a�� �c� c�� �d� c�g is an event morphism
from Q to P but not an isomorphism� it does not even have an inverse� In fact P
and Q are not event isomorphic� the number of events in EP and EQ di�er� for one
thing�

� Event Bases

It has been shown before that some event	based models interpreted as state spaces
yield �nitary prime algebraic domains� This is in particular true for the con�gura	
tions of stable event structures and prime event structures� see e�g� Winskel ���� In
fact every such domain corresponds to the state space of some prime event structure�
For more general classes of models however� e�g� the �general� event structures also
to be found in ���� the corresponding con�gurations interpreted as states do not
form prime algebraic domains� for the geometrical automata described by Gunawar	
dena �� they do not even form domains� Using posets instead of con�gurations as
states however� we get prime algebraic domains even in those cases� Our results are



actually formulated in terms of compact and distributive bases� We do some order
theoretic juggling �rst� de�ning the models and connecting them to prime algebraic
domains� We assume standard order	theoretic terms such as �domain� and �compact
element� to be familiar� see e�g� ��� Since the discussion below is the only place
where these notions appear� and the remainder of this section relies only on Def� ��
the uninitiated reader can proceed regardless�

De�nition�� A compact basis is a partially ordered structure hX�vi such that the
following holds�

�� X is nonempty�
�� every nonemtpy subset of X has a meet�
�� no in�nite subset of X has a join�

A distributive basis is a compact basis such that

�� x t Y � y�Y �x t y� whenever Y � X and x t y is de�ned for all y � Y �

The class of distributive bases is denoted DBas�

Compact bases can be turned into �nitary domains in a process similar to ideal
completion� The situation is the same as with the con�guration structures in Van
Glabbeek and Goltz ��� and the �nite con�gurations used in Boudol ��� which are
the compact elements of the families of con�gurations used in Winskel ���� We use
compact bases instead of domains for simila reasons� our models contain only �nite
elements� and the inclusion of the in�nite �ideals� is unnecessary and complicating�

Xpr �� fx � X j �Y � X� x v Y �
 �y � Y� x v y g ���

de�nes the set of primes of a partially ordered structure X � hX�vi� X is called
prime algebraic if it satis�es

�x � X� x �
G
f y � Xpr j y v x g � ���

Lemma��� A partially ordered structure X � hX�vi is a compact basis if and only
if X consists of the compact elements of a �nitary domain Y � hY�vi� Y is uniquely
determined by this up to isomorphism� X is distributive if and only if X is prime
algebraic if and only if Y is prime algebraic�

Lemma��� If hX�vi is a prime algebraic partially ordered structure then

x � Xpr �
 �y � X� y � x � �z � X� z � x �
 z v y �

This y is uniquely determined� it is called the direct predecessor of x� denoted
pred�x���

De�nition��� An event basis is a structure hX�v��i such that hX�vi is a dis	
tributive basis and � � Xpr �Xpr is an equivalence relation called event identity�
satisfying��

uniqueness� �x� y� x � y � x � y �
 x � y
determinism� �x� y� x � y � pred�x� � pred�y� �
 x � y �

The class of all event bases is denoted EBas�
� It follows that direct predecessors are de�ned only for primes�
� x � y denotes that x and y are consistent� i�e� have a common upper bound in X�



Intuitively� when distributive bases �or prime algebraic domains� appear as the state
spaces of event	based models� the primes correspond to events occurring in a given
context� determined by their predecessors� In the case of prime event structures
for instance� each prime corresponds uniquely to an event� whereas in the domains
obtained from stable event structures the mapping from primes to events is generally
not injective� Event bases generalize this principle by modelling events as equivalence
classes of primes� i�e� primes are equivalent if and only if they correspond to the same
event� The conditions on the event identity can be motivated as follows�

uniqueness If two states are consistent then they have a common successor state�
which forms the combination of the two� Hence if two di�erent event identical
primes are consistent� then in the common successor state the same event has
occurred twice� which contradicts the intuition behind the event concept�

determinism There does not exist more information about an execution than the
events that have occurred and the contexts in which they have occurred� i�e�
the previous events on which they depend� It follows that the events and their
contexts completely determine a state�

De�nition���

�� Let Xi � hXi�vii be distributive bases for i � �� �� A function h�X�  X� is an
order morphism if h is additive� stable and image closed�

�� Let Xi � hXi�vi��ii be event bases for i � �� �� A function h�X�  X� is
an event morphism from X� to X� if it is an order morphism from hX��v�i to
hX��v�i such that

�x� y � Xpr

� � x �� y �
 h�x� �� h�y� � h�x� � h�pred�x�� �

Proposition��� Let DBas �EBas� have distributive bases �event bases� as objects
and order morphisms �event morphisms� as arrows� and let arrow composition be
de�ned by function composition� Then DBas �EBas� is a category with the obvious
choice of identity arrows�

It is obvious from the de�nitions that DBas and EBas are closely related� In fact�
there exists an adjunction between DBas and EBas� the right adjoint �forgets�
the event identity structure and the left adjoint e�ectively creates an event for each
prime�

Theorem��� Let U be a mapping de�ned over the objects and arrows of EBas
such that U� hX�v��i � hX�vi and U�h � h� Let F be a mapping de�ned over the
objects and arrows of DBas such that F� hX�vi � hX�v� f �x� x� j x � Xpr gi and
F�h � h� Then U and F are functors such that F a U�

The following theorem� establishing the connection between these new categories
and families of posets� is one of the main results of this paper�

Theorem�
�

�� Let Bv be a mapping de�ned over the objects and arrows of FPosv such that
Bv�P � hP��i and Bv� g � g� then Bv is a functor from FPosv to DBas
which induces an equivalence�



	� Let B be a mapping de�ned over the objects and arrows of FPos such that
B�P � hP����i and B� f � f�� then B is a functor from FPos to EBas
which induces an equivalence�

The proof consists of constructing left and right adjoints for Bv and B� These are
slightly more complicated because we have to construct posets from the elements
of the event basis� The main intuition is that events are �	classes of primes� if
X � hX�v��i is an event basis then the events are given by

EX �� Xpr�� �

For an arbitrary x � X the poset of x is the structure px � hEx��xi de�ned by

Ex �� f a � EX j �y � a� y v x g

a �x b �� �y � a� z � b� y v z v x �

One can prove x v y �
 px � py and x � Xpr �
 px � PosM for all x� y � X�
We can then construct adjoints for B and Bv�

Theorem���

�� Let Pv be a mapping de�ned on the objects and arrows of DBas such that if X
is a distributive basis and FX � hX�v��i then Pv�X � f px j x � X g� and if
Xi � hXi�vii are arbitrary event bases for i � �� � and h�X�  X� is an order
morphism then �Pvh�� px � ph�x�� Then P

v is a functor from DBas to FPosv

which is left and right adjoint to Bv�
	� Let P be a mapping de�ned over the objects and arrows of EBas such that if X �
hX�v��i is an event basis then P�X � f px j x � X g� and if Xi � hXi�vi��ii
are arbitrary event bases for i � �� � and h�X�  X� is an event morphism
between then P�h � f � where f �EX�

 EX�
is de�ned by

f � e � h�x����
if x � Xpr

� and e � x���
and h�x� �� h�pred�x�� �

Then P is a functor from EBas to FPos which is left and right adjoint to B�

Through the equivalence between FPosv and DBas and between FPos and EBas
it follows that the adjunction proved in Th� �� also holds between FPosv and FPos�
The following corollary of Th� �� is a direct generalization of ��� Theorem �������

Corollary���

�� If P is a family of posets then hP����i is an event basis�
	� If X is an event basis then X �� hP����i for some family of posets P�

� Families of Con�gurations

Those readers who have been exposed to event structures will have recognized the
similarity between those and families of posets� To describe the semantics of event
structures one uses a �lower level model�� so	called families of con�gurations� Much
of the mathematical treatment as well as the underlying intuitions of families of
posets and families of con�gurations are very much alike�



De�nition�� ���� De�nition IV������ A family of con�gurations is a set C of
�nite sets of events satisfying

�� � � C�
�� �F�G�H � C� F �G � H �
 F �G � C�
�� �F � C� �a� b � F� a �� b �
 �G � C� G � F � �a � G �
 b �� G��

The set of all families of con�gurations is denoted FCnf �

We will use the letters F�G�H to denote con�gurations and C to denote families of
con�gurations� Note that con�gurations in our de�nition are �nite sets� in this we fol	
low ��� but di�er from ���� The in�nite con�gurations can always be reconstructed
from the �nite ones� in the manner described in Sect� �� We de�ne morphisms over
FCnf � which by now should look familiar from those over families of posets �Def� ��
and event bases �Def� ����

De�nition��� Let Ci are families of con�gurations and Ei �
S
Ci for i � �� ��

�� An order morphism from C� to C� is a function g� C�  C� which is additive�
stable and image closed w�r�t� the subset ordering�

�� An event morphism from C� to C� is a partial function f �E�  E� which is
injective on F for all F � C� such that f��F � � C� for all F � C� �where f� is
the pointwise extension of f to sets of events��

The de�nition of event morphisms was taken from ���� Again� this provides us with
two categories based on the same objects� one in which only the structure imposed by
the subset relation is considered to be relevant and one in which the event identities
are also respected�

Proposition��� Let FCnfv �FCnf� have families of con�gurations as objects and
order morphisms �event morphisms� as arrows� and let arrow composition be de�ned
by function composition� Then FCnfv �FCnf� is a category with the obvious choice
of identity arrows�

We aim to establish a connection between the categories of families of posets and
families of con�gurations� Intuitively� the elements of a family of posets are just con	
�gurations with extra information in the form of ordering relations� hence a functor
should essentially forget those ordering relations� The order and event morphisms
over families of posets can be lifted to families of con�gurations without much change�

De�nition���

�� Let Cv be a mapping de�ned over the objects and arrows of FPosv such that
Cv�P � fEp j p � P g and �C

vg��Ep � Eg�p��
�� Let C be a mapping de�ned over the objects and arrows of FPos such that
C�P � fEp j p � P g and C� f � f �

Unfortunately neither mapping is a functor� For instance� the following example
shows a family of posets which does not yield a family of con�gurations under C�

Example �� Let P be the family of posets with abc and cba as maximal
elements� Now CP is not a family of con�gurations� in particular� fag� fcg� fa� b� cg �
CP but fa� cg �� CP� hence Rule � of Def� �� is not satis�ed�



Another� quite di�erent problem is that even if CP is a family of con�gurations�
then its order structure w�r�t� � may di�er from the structure of P under �� This
is follows from the fact that families of posets are order equivalent to distributive
bases� as proved in Sect� �� whereas it is well	known that �general� families of con�g	
urations are not distributive� The following example shows that there are morphisms
in FPosv whose image under Cv is not a morphism in FCnfv�

Example �� Let P be the family of posets with maximal elements
ac
b and

a
bd �

and let Q have maximal elements
ac
b and

a
bc � We get the following�

CP �

fag  fa� cg  fa� b� cg
� � �

� fa� bg
� � �
fbg  fb� dg  fa� b� dg

� CQ �

fag  fa� cg
� � �

� fa� bg  fa� b� cg
� � �
fbg  fb� cg

�

f � f�a� a�� �b� b�� �c� c�g is an event morphism from P to Q and from CP to CQ�
and f� is an order morphism� however Cvf� is not an order morphism from CP to
CQ �it is not image closed��

This suggests that we should forget about comparing on the order level� and con	
centrate on the event level� Hence we will only compare FPos and FCnf � We have
C of Def� �� as a �proto	functor�� for we are pretty much convinced that is the right
choice� now we construct a subcategory of FPos over which C is actually a functor�

Property Sim �Simulativity	� P is said to be simulative if for all p� q � P

��q� � P� p � q� �Eq� � Eq� �
 Ep � Eq

��q� � P� Ep � Eq� �Eq � Eq�� �
 p �a q � p � q �

The full subcategory ofFPos consisting of the simulative families of posets is denoted
FPosSim�� This method of denoting subcategories is also used for other properties
de�ned below� Whenever we state something like �C is a functor from FPosSim� to
something else� then we mean the appropriate restriction of C�

Lemma��� C is a full and faithful functor from FPosSim� to FCnf �

C is actually part of an adjunction between FPosSim� and FCnf � To de�ne the re	
verse functor we have to extract the ordering relations of the posets �in the prospec	
tive family of posets� from the �	structure of the family of con�gurations� they
are not explicitly available in the family of con�gurations that we start with� This
is rather more awkward than just throwing away the orderings� which was all we
had to do in C� Our �rst solution is to generate all posets that comply with the
�	structure� i�e� whose left	closed subsets are con�gurations�

Theorem��� Let R be a mapping de�ned over the objects and arrows of FCnf such
that R� C � f p � Pos j �q � p� Eq � C g and R� f � f � Then R is a functor from
FCnf to FPosSim� such that C a R�

It follows that every family of con�gurations can be obtained from a simulative
family of posets� The following example however shows that in general this family
of posets is not uniquely determined even up to event isomorphism� hence C a R is
not an equivalence�



Example �� Let P�Q be families of posets such that P has maximal elements ab

and
a
b and Q has maximal elements ba and

a
b � then P and Q are simulative

�Sim� and CP � CQ� However� P and Q are not event isomorphic�

Nevertheless we can still strengthen the result� For a given con�guration struc	
ture C the set fP � FPosSim� j CP � C g is a boolean lattice w�r�t� � such that
if CP � CQ � C then the posets in QrP are augments ��� of posets in P and vice
versa� It can be argued that augments do not add information to the model� and
hence one can freely choose to include all or none of them� The �rst choice is the one
incorporated in R above and yields augment saturated families of posets� which form
a re�ective subcategory of FPosSim�� the second choice yields augment free fami	
lies of posets� which form a core�ective subcategory of FPosSim�� Of the boolean
lattices mentioned above� the augment saturated families are the top elements and
the augment free families are the bottom elements�

De�nition���

�� Let AS be a mapping de�ned over the objects and arrows of FPos such that
AS�P � f p � Pos j �q � P� q j p g and AS� f � f � For every family of posets
P� let �P�P  ASP be the event morphism de�ned by the identity over EP�

�� Let AF be a mapping de�ned over the objects and arrows of FPos such that
AF�P � f p � P j �q � P� q j p �
 q � p g and AF� f � f � For every family of
posets P� let �P �P  AFP be the morphism de�ned by the identity over EP �

Property ASat � AFr �Augment saturation and freedom	� P is called

augment saturated if ASP � P
augment free if AFP � P �

Theorem�
�

�� FPosSimjASat� is a re�ective subcategory of FPosSim� with re�ector AS and
unit �� R is an isomorphism from FCnf to FPosSimjASat� with inverse C�

	� FPosSimjAFr� is a core�ective subcategory of FPosSim� with core�ector AF and
counit �� AF � R is an isomorphism from FCnf to FPosSimjAFr� with inverse
C�

We prefer augment free families to augment saturated ones because they are more
parsimonious and provide a better generalization of previous results concerning sta	
ble event structures in ��� Proposition �������

Up to now we have dealt with families of con�gurations in their most general form� In
practice however mostly subclasses of families of con�gurations are used� The reason
is that by imposing some well	chosen restrictions on the families of con�gurations
to be used� they become much more tractable� In fact� this tractability appears in
our setting in the fact that we can once more say something about the models on
the order level�

De�nition��� A family of con�gurations C is called
stable if �F�G � C� F �G � C �
 F 	G � C
prime if �F�G � C� F 	G � C �

The full subcategories of stable and prime con�guration structures are denoted
FCnfS and FCnf

v
S � resp� FCnfP and FCnf

v
P �



For instance� the family of con�gurations CQ in Ex� � is not stable� in particular� if
F � fa� cg and G � fb� cg then F � G � C but F 	 G � fcg �� C� Stability exactly
ensures distributivity� with the result that stable con�guration strauctures are prime
algebraic and can be linked to FPosv� i�e� on the order level� Prime con�guration
structures� in their equivalent guise of prime event structures� are probably the best
known event	based model� They have a very restricted notion of events� essentially
each event in a prime event structure has a uniquely determined causal history�
with the e�ect that there is a one	to	one correspondence between the events and
the triangular posets� As promised� we can once more say something about order
structure of the respective subcategories�

Property Stb � Prm �Stability and primeness	� A family of posets P is called

stable if �p� q � P� p � q �Cp � q �
 p � q

prime if �p� q � P� p � q �
 p � q �

Theorem���

�� C is an isomorphism from FPosSim� to FCnfS�

	� Cv is an isomorphism from FPosvSim� to FCnfvS �

� C and Cv coincide on FPosPrm�� and are isomorphic to FCnfP�

� Event Relations

We have seen that in families of posets� the concept of �event� is encoded by the ab	
stract� structural notion of top equivalence� Interestingly� we can formulate all kinds
of predicates over top equivalence that correspond to intuitive properties of events�
The families of posets that satisfy such predicates then incorporate the correspond	
ing intuition about events� For instance� uniqueness and determinism in Def� �� are
two such predicates� Hence we can use top equivalence as an instrument to formalize
ideas about the nature of events� This principle is demonstrated below through the
relations binary con�ict and causal �ow�

In event based models it makes sense to talk about con�icting events� These are
pairs of events that never under any circumstance occur in the same run�� In a
given model we can simply �nd those events for which this is the case� using the top
equivalence relation we can de�ne event con�ict  as the largest relation such that

�p� q � PM� pM  P qM �
 p ��P q � ����

Things become interesting when we try to use event con�ict to explain inconsistency�
allowing two states to be inconsistent only if they contain con�icting events�	

Property C� �Con�ict re�ection	� P is said to re�ect con�ict if

�p� q � PM� �Cp � q� � �p � Cq� �
 �p � q� � �p � q� � �pM  qM� �

� It is also possible to model larger con�icting sets we are however exclusively concerned
with binary con�ict here�

� This actually conforms more to the con�guration than to the poset view of behaviour�
since the dependencies between events are not seen as valid explanations for inconsistency�



If p and q are triangular posets satisfying the left hand of the implication then their
top events are the only hope of explaining why they are inconsistent� Actually we
have not done exactly as we said� because we also incompatibility of p and q as
an explanation of inconsistency �p � q implies either p � q or p �a q�� A stronger
property ensues if we rule out that kind of explanation�

Property SC� �Strong con�ict re�ection	� P strongly re�ects con�ict if

�p� q � PM� �Cp � q� � �p � Cq� �
 �p � q� � �pM  qM� �

So far we have only discussed pairs of runs� implicitly we have assumed that if
every pair of a set of runs is consistent then the run is consistent� This is explicitly
formulated in the following property�

Property Coh �Coherence	� P is called coherent if

�P ��n P� ��p� q � P� p � q� �
 P� �

The properties we have now reasoned out actually characterize certain classes of
families of con�gurations� Unfortunately there is no space to present the details of
the characterizations� cf� the full paper ���� FCnf
� FCnfS
 and FCnfP
 denote
resp� the general� stable and prime subcategories of FCnf with binary con�ict� The
relevant event structures and their con�gurations are de�ned e�g� in ����

Theorem���

�� C is an isomorphism from FPosSimjAFrjC�jCoh� to FCnf
�
	� C is an isomorphism from FPosSC�jCoh� to FCnfS
�

� C is an isomorphism from FPosPjCoh� to FCnfP
�

These characterizations are nontrivial� for instance� they improve on an incorrect
result in ��� Theorem ����� which states that coherence is enough to guarantee rep	
resentability through binary con�ict�

Example �� Let P is the family of posets with maximal elements p � ac �
a
b and

p� � bc � P is coherent but does not respect con�ict� if q � b then p �� q� Cp � q
and q � Cq� but p �� q and ��c  b�� However CP cannot be obtained from an event
structure with binary con�ict�

Where binary con�ict attempts to explain inconsistency of states in terms of a
relation over the events� causal �ow attempts to explain the partial ordering within
states in the same fashion� This is based on the intuition that there is a �xed cause	
and	e�ect relation between the events in a behaviour model� Such a relation can be
given the form of a binary �ow relation � as the largest relation satisfying

�p� q � PM� pM qM � p � Cq �
 p � q � ����

The transitive closure of the �ow relation within a run should coincide with the
ordering relation of the run� Again� we draw up a characterization of those families
of posets which are compatible with such an intuition�

Property Flw �Causal �ow re�ection	� P is said to re�ect causal �ow if

�p� q � PM� p � q �
 ��q� � PM� p � q� � q� � pM qM �



Causal �ow is for instance re�ected in �ow event structure con�gurations� cf� �� ���

Theorem��� AF is an injective� full and faithful functor from FCnfF� the subcat
egory of �ow con�gurations� to FPosSC�jFlw�� with left inverse C�

This theorem is unfortunately not a full characterization� there are families of posets
which strongly re�ect con�ict and also re�ect causal �ow but for which there is no
corresponding �ow event structure� Although we have tried hard we have not been
able to improve on it� it has proven very hard to formulate a general criterion to
determine which families of posets �misbehave� in this manner�

� Conclusions and Further Work

We have presented a dual view on event	based models through families of posets
and event bases� The emphasis has been on families of posets� which are very closely
related to families of con�gurations� but o�er the following advantages�

� Families of posets are inherently prime algebraic� even those that are �event�
equivalent to non	prime algebraic families of con�gurations�

� In families of posets we can characterize event isomorphism as a structure	
preserving notion �it preserves top equivalence� instead of the internal notion
that it generally is in families of con�gurations�

� Families of posets are more expressive than families of con�gurations� and this
expressivity is very useful in some model constructions�

� Using families of posets we can characterize in a rather nice way many versions
of families of con�gurations�

The event basis view provides an interesting insight in the nature of events� families
of posets are exactly those event bases in which events are unique and in a sense
deterministic� This re�ects the usual intuition in which uniqueness and determinism
are inherent properties of events �but for instance not the Petri Net intuition� where
events are thought of as repeating entities� The restrictions under which families of
posets are reduced to other event	based models can be seen as stronger conditions
on the nature of events� Hence� in a sense� di�erent event	based models actually
embody di�erent ideas about the nature of events� The following �gure represents
the hierarchy of event	based models� ordered according to their expressiveness on
the level of events� It includes results not presented in this paper due to space limi	
tations� viz� about the class of selection structures Sel ��� and the class of geometric
automata GA� due to Gunawardena ��� Like general families of con�gurations� geo	
metric automata do not form prime algebraic domains� but all the same they are
�event� isomorphic to a subcategory of FPos�

FPos GA FCnf FCnfS FCnfP

Sel

FCnf
 FCnfS
 FCnfF FCnfP




In terms of event bases� we may raise a question that does not let itself be formulated
in families of posets� what happens if we weaken the properties of uniqueness or
determinism introduced in Def� ��! For one thing� the resulting model would no
longer be expressible as a family of posets� Still� such models would be interesting if
only by the virtue of �tting in the framework of event bases� We conjecture that it is
possible to obtain for instance Mazurkiewicz traces ��� by requiring a stronger form
of determinism and an appropriate form of preservation of independence �where
independence would be a property over the �events� EX of an event base X similar
to con�ict and causal �ow� but no uniqueness� It would be especially interesting if
in this way one could also �nd a link to transition systemlike models� i�e� in which
the state graph may contain cycles� Some existing work suggests that this might be
the case� cf� ��� ��� ��� ���� This is a subject for further study�
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